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BUILDING AND DETAILING THE MONOGRAM/REVELL
1/48 SCALE B-26 MARAUDER
The Monogram/Revell Marauder was first issued in the mid 1980’s by Monogram. Although most Monogram aircraft
kits have a good fit, this kit has some challenges. The kit has photoetch and resin detail sets that are readily available
including replacement engines, cowlings and wheels. Eduard offers several different photoetch sets to help improve the
interior and the exterior, the most notable of which are the pre-painted cockpit parts and the seatbelt set. The Masters
two part 50 caliber brass barrels can also be used and these gems improve the overall exterior appearance of the model.
The Monogram and AMT kits have slightly different overall dimensions. The AMT engines, nacelles and landing gear
are larger so these parts are not interchangeable with the Monogram kit. Two Monogram kits were used for this build, an
original issue in green plastic and a later version in gray plastic which was produced in China. The plastic on the
original version is hard and can be easily scribed while the gray plastic is softer and does not respond well to scribing.
Since the gray plastic version was used for the fuselage, wings and engine nacelles, the butt and lap joint surface detail
(panel lines) were not re-scribed. All the Eduard photoetch detail sets, the Loon Models replacement cowling,
Quickboost resin engines, Cutting Edge Model Works clear, red, green and blue lights, and the Masters brass barrels
were all used for this build.
The model was painted with Testors enamels and the decals are from Microscale. Interior weathering was accomplished
with pencil pastel dust applied with a stiff flat brush. The exterior weathering and decal fading was accomplished with
pencil pastel dust applied with a wedge shaped makeup sponge and stiff flat brushes. Dry brushing techniques with
silver paint were also used throughout the build.
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These scratchbuilt frames will add an additional level of
detail to the landing gear bays.

The framing was super glued into place and sanded smooth.
silver paint was used to check for any surface flaws, voids
or excess super glue.

The Eduard photoetch landing gear bay bulkheads are very
flexible so they were laminated to .015 inch thick sheet
plastic to strengthen them. Be careful not to mix up these
parts as they are designed for each side.

The photoetch box details for the bulkheads had strips of
plastic added to increase the gluing surfaces and add strength
to these delicate assemblies.

The bulkheads were carefully positioned and then tiny drops
of super glue were added to set them into place. Additional
glue was then added to the inside areas.

The engine nacelles were positioned onto the wings and then
the remaining detail parts added. This ensures that these
parts will not interfere with the nacelles.
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Careful sanding, shaping and form fitting of the wing light
clear covers resulted in a tight fit on both wings.

I found these Cutting Edge Model Works resin colored
navigation lights and lenses on Ebay and they are perfect for
detailing the wing lights and adding the wing
tip navigation lights.

The elevator assembly was easy to assemble and the seam
line just needed some light scraping and sanding. Here again
silver paint was applied to check for flaws.

Loon Models makes replacement cowlings for the
Monogram Marauder. They need to be tweaked for a good
fit and the engines are better than the Monogram parts.

The Quickboost engines can be made to fit into the Loon
Models cowlings by just tracing the outline of the Loon
Models backing onto the Quickboost engine backing and
then form fitting the engine into the cowling.

I chose to use the Monogram cowlings for my build and the
first step is to fill in the openings where the engine air scoops
will be with strips of plastic.
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On this cowling assembly there were tiny voids in the front
that were filled with .01 x .02 inch plastic strips.

This cowling is now ready to be polished.

The second cowling was shaped slightly differently with a
wider void between the air scoop parts.

The voids on the inside areas were also deeper and required
wider lengths of plastic.

Tiny lengths were added to the left and right side to
completely fill the voids. This plastic was then carefully and
slowly shaped and sanded down using micro sanding sticks.

The second cowling required more plastic strip fillers to get
it to look good.
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The gun cooling jackets needed to be reamed out with a .028
inch drill bit and then a .0292 inch drill bit to remove the
tiny inside brass burrs. A tiny drop of super glue was applied
to the base of each barrel to glue the two parts together.

The Masters two part brass barrels add a realistic appearance
to the kit supplied guns.

Note the flat surfaces and the pilot hole on the twin tail gun,
which was created with a pin vise. It is important to get the
pilot hole centered so that the drilling will not be
skewed to one side.

Note how thin the plastic walls are. If the hole starts to get
off centered as you drill, carefully peel off some plastic from
the thicker side with the tip of a sharp number 11 X-Acto
blade and then skip a drill bit size.

The barrel base is .039 inches in diameter and the .040 inch
holes will provide a little bit of play for positioning the
barrels. Applying a tiny drop of white glue to the inside of
each hole will hold the barrels in place.

Once the second barrel was set and both barrels were
straight, tiny drops of super glue were applied to the base of
each barrel where they meet the plastic.
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A mold punch out was missed on the left fuselage side, so a
piece of plastic covered it and then the area was airbrushed.

Strips of masking tape were applied around the surface
details that would receive a leather color. Larger sections of
tape filled in the areas around each raised detail.

Note how the seat cushion for the bombardier is masked off.

The leather color is a bit shiny, but this will get toned down
with the dry brushing of a lighter color.

Note the sharp demarcation lines between the colors.

The canvas curtain will get airbrushed olive drab with some
flat white added.
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Note how the balsa strip ends are shaped so that the wet
sandpaper can get into the tight area between the fuselage
and the engine nacelle.

The plastic just needs to be polished with 0000 steel wool
pads. The masking tape will remain in place until after all the
steel wool residue is removed.

With the masking tape removed the upper surface is really
starting to look good!

The lower surface looks good too.

Note how smooth the super glue bead line is.

It took some time to get the step smoothed out and the
surface contoured on the left wing, but the seam and the area
around it look good.
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The landing gear were airbrushed with dullcoat, dark gray
pastel dust was applied and then the parts were
sealed with dullcoat.

The brake lines were made from stretched black sprue, and
the clamps were make from thin lengths of
masking tape painted silver.

The engines were super glued into place. Be sure the
positioning of the depth of the engines from the front is the
same on both cowlings.

The right cowling would not sit flush against its engine
nacelle, so additional resin material had to be carefully
scraped off the engine backing until the
assembly fit correctly.

The leading edge wing lights has their backings painted
silver and red. They were attached with tiny
drops of white glue.

The leading edges of the wings and the elevator also received
subtle drybrushing with silver paint applied with a flat brush
using a light stippling motion.
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